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oval collection
A new Oval Collection of organic shaped fixtures. These new organic, oval shaped 

fixtures give a touch of softness to an angular room. This collection is inspired 

by our Brass-O and Hall-O fixtures. You will encounter the same high quality of 

materials and powder coatings in all of the available colors. The Oval Collection is 

presented in 2 dimensions. The light shines from the inside of the U-shaped profile 

of the oval ring.

OV.170.SU.BRA & OV.220.SU.BRA

oval collection suspension lamp 220cm & 170cm welke kleuren?  
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oval collection
suspension lamp

Order code OV.170.SU.*

Dimensions wxdxh 170x75x3cm  

Standard cable length 300cm

Light source          integrated  

 LED 77W / 3080 lm 

Brushed brass  2500K 

Powder coated  2700K 

Net. weight  3kg (brass: 4kg) 

Driver dimmable driver  

 dimmer not included

Order code OV.220.SU.*

Dimensions wxdxh 220x100x3cm 

Standard cable length 300cm

Light source          integrated 

 LED 100W / 4000 lm 

Brushed brass  2500K 

Powder coated  2700K 

Net. weight  9kg (brass: 11kg)

Driver dimmable driver  

 dimmer not included

 

colors & materials
* Add the color/material code you require to the main part number or 

check our price list for a total part number overview. 

Check www.jaccomaris.com for the latest colors, materials and details 

or scan the QR code. 

OV.220.SU.*OV.170.SU.*

100cm

220cm

77,5cm

130cm

75cm

170cm

100cm

57,5cm

OV.220.SU.BRA & OV.170.SU.BRA

oval collection suspension lamp 220cm &170cm brushed brass 

jaccomaris.com
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Colors and materials as shown on the images may slightly differ from reality. 
Any typing errors in the text and interim changes to the collections or specifications are all subject to change.

IP 20                     Other sizes on request.



oval collection
colors and materials

suspension lamp circle, suspension lamp circle vertical & wall lamp circle

BL black

RR ruby red

AN anodic 
brown 

NA navajo 

GM gunmetal 

SA sand

LA latte

VG verdi grey  

MO moss

 www.jaccomaris.com 
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Colors and materials as shown on the images may slightly differ from reality. 
Any typing errors in the text and interim changes to the collections or specifications are all subject to change.4

MR  marone

WH white 


